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Solution…Trilogy Stressgard

University tested snow mould control with industryleading colour, quality, and density. IPM Sensible
- up to 54% total a.i. reduction compared to
competition.* Flexible rates for all budgets and
conditions.
Confidence and peace of mind.

www.BayerES.ca

@BayerGolfCA

1-888.283.6847

Based on Trilogy @177ml/100m2 vs. Instrata @ 300ml/100m2
For more information on Trilogy and the complete line of Bayer products, contact Environmental
Science. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTION. Trilogy, Stressgard and the Bayer
cross are trademarks of Bayer.
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editor’s message
Welcome to the fall edition of the Turf News. The general
theme this fall seems to have a lot of people happy that this
summer is over. What a summer it was. The effects of the
drought were felt across the Maritimes, but none worse than
we experienced along the South Shore. As always, no matter
what Mother Nature threw at us, superintendents came up
with plans to ensure the success of their operations and
hopefully the golfers enjoying your facilities appreciate that.
We have some great information in the magazine this time
that will hopefully help prepare you for what is upcoming,
namely coring and winter protection. We also have our
regular contributors that constantly come up with thought
provoking material that enhances our magazine.
I hope everyone who attended the AGSA/ATRF Scramble
presented by Bayer enjoyed themselves. The Links of
Brunello was in phenomenal shape as host superintendent
Chris Wallace and his team are doing amazing things there.
The turnout was huge and really showed the strength
that our association is building moving forward. Hopefully

Callum Haughn
Mill Ridge Golf Course
@haughnmower
that momentum carries on the rest of the season and our
conference this winter is our best yet.
Looking forward, it is the goal of the board to have a new
executive director in place that will play a much larger role in
the development of the Turf News. It has been nothing short
of an honour during my time producing this magazine for all
of you over the last several years, and I am very happy with
where we have taken it. I will be very interested to see where
the new Executive Director goes with the magazine, and will
be more than willing to help this individual in any way they
wish.
In closing, I hope that everyone has a great fall season.
September and October were always my favorite times on
the golf course, and despite the long exhausting days that
went along with coring, those days left me with a feeling of
accomplishment and rejuvenation that was one of a kind.
Good luck to all as you put your courses to bed, and cherish
some rest and relaxation as the snow sets in. Cheers!
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Elite courses like Pebble Beach Golf Links have
discovered the power of IC Systems. See what IC
can do for you at www.rainbird.com/ICsystem.

Taking an easier path
to world-class conditions.
That’s intelligent.

Rain Bird® IC Systems—pinpoint control and diagnostics for every single rotor.
With a control module built into each rotor, IC Systems from Rain Bird give you a third option for
field control—one that eliminates the challenges of satellites and decoders. Now you can manage
your system rotor-by-rotor and track advanced diagnostics down to every individual head. Because
achieving elite playing conditions isn’t about working harder—it’s about working smarter.
Rain Bird is the official irrigation supplier of Pebble Beach Resorts®. Pebble Beach®, Pebble Beach Golf Links®, Pebble Beach Resorts®, The Lone Cypress™,
The Heritage logo and their underlying distinctive images are trademarks, serivce marks and trade dress of Pebble Beach Company. Used by permission.

Integrated
Control Module

president’s report

Kevin Wentzell
Royal Oaks Golf Club, Moncton, NB

Another season is finally coming to an end and one has to wonder where it went. With an early start to the season and
no down time to speak of, it’s not surprising how quickly summer passes us by. For us here at Royal Oaks and for many
courses in our region, our summer has been exceptional with golf play that has been non-stop.
It has been unbelievable to hear that for many courses, they
are pushing 230-260 rounds per day and for some even more.
It’s unthinkable and quite remarkable how our facilities can
handle this amount of traffic and abuse on a daily basis. It’s
even more remarkable how we as superintendents can get
any course maintenance done with such time restrictions.
The role of the superintendent is certainly diverse and one
that in many cases goes without notice. Take for example
the extreme heat and drought like conditions many of us
have experienced over the summer. It has been no doubt
very challenging for us all to keep our turf green and healthy
looking. When our courses are jam-packed with golf play;
finding the time to turn irrigation heads on is both frustrating
and nearly impossible for us and for golfers. For those golf
courses that have limited irrigation and supply and/or have
to rely on city water to get through high drought periods, it
is tremendously frustrating to watch your turf struggle, not
to mention the financial burden of water costs. Many long
hours of hand watering and the spraying of wetting agents
have been the key to reserving our water supply and keeping
many of our facilities from going into complete shock. I
commend all superintendents who are resourceful to find
the necessary means for keeping the crucial components of
your course well maintained and hydrated.

Now that September is upon us, the relief of cooler
temperatures are helping to take the pressure of heat stress
off the plant. We are not so fearful to apply that fertilizer we
meant to put down a month ago but couldn’t due to extreme
temperatures and no precipitation. Of course it won’t be long
before we close the doors to our facilities and walk away from
another season of course maintenance. Until then, we are all
gearing up and planning for our fall maintenance procedures
of aeration and final chemical applications in preparation for
closing our courses down before winter hits.
As I continue to learn the many facets of the golf turf
maintenance industry, one area that has been of tremendous
help to me over my years is to be completely organized.
I detail all the tasks that are ahead of me, well in advance,
for all of my fall applications. Having a document to take to
your ownership group or greens committee that outlines
the course maintenance requirements for the fall is a great
educational tool. It can gain tremendous support from
them and confidence in your abilities as a superintendent.
I have found that if you are completely intentional and
communicate the necessities of the course, you show a true
desire to do everything in your power to protect their asset
(even though you may not be able to do everything on your
to-do-list).
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I would like to share with you a very simple document that I present to my ownership group on a yearly basis to prepare them
for the maintenance tasks required to put our course to bed before winter. This document is prepared and submitted to them
within the first two weeks of August. Of course I preface this document by stating that the perfect world is a moving target and
one has to expect that plans and dates will change without notice, so nothing is ever written in stone.

TYPICAL AERATION/THATCHING/SPRAYING/TARPING PROGRAM - FALL 2016
Tee Decks Holes: 4-9; 15-18
Cleanup & Topdressing
To Follow - September 26

Tee Decks Holes: 1-3; 10-14
Cleanup & Topdressing
To Follow - September 27

Dr. Range Tee Decks
Cleanup & Topdressing
To Follow - September 23,
Approach September 28

V-Mow Tee Decks & Fairways – throughout September
Signage will be posted “cart path only” when working on fwys until cleanup is finished.
Aerate Fairways (maximum of two fwy per day – weather permitting)
Dragged then cores picked up
Golfers will be permitted to play each hole after aeration is complete, but golf carts will need to remain on the cart path.
The pro-shop and starter hut will be notified on a per day basis.

Greens
including Putting / Academy & Nursary
Topdressing to follow
October 6th – Front 9 Greens
October 7th – Back 9 Greens
Weather Permitting. Aeration Program will move
one day later if unable to aerate on the scheduled
day. The Pro-shop will be advised.

Tarping Greens
Permeables, Straw & Ice Shields
Week Of November 28Th
**With minimal staff this time of the year, I urge
us to recruit as many volunteers from within our
membership base to help assist in the tarping
process.**

Be advised that the course (front or back) will be closed
for the day during aeration procedure.

Greens Project – open drainage around greens
Holes for consideration include: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18
Last two weeks of October into November before tarping

Irrigation system blow out – week of October 24th
Bring out water fountains - week of October 24th
Take down range nets – week of November 1st

8
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Final chemical application for disease control on greens, tees and fairways will take place at the end of
Cctober before plant dormacy.
It is recommended that golf play remain off the golf course after this takes place for the health of the turf going
into winter.

All maintenance applications listed are weather dependent and timing may be altered to reflect climate &
weather patterns for the fall.
Be advised the superintendent may need to close the course down for the day or a portion thereof for fall spraying
and/or course aeration.
Propose recommended date for regular course play Sunday October 30th

2016 AGSA/ATRF Golf Scramble
Our golf scramble was hosted by The Links at Brunello Golf Club in Timberlea, NS and it was another great success. We had 28
teams participating and all of our industry suppliers were outstanding with providing wonderful sponsorships and great prizes.
All golf holes were sponsored as well. Thanks again to The Links at Brunello for offering up their facility for the day. I would
like to especially thank Callum Haughn for obtaining all of our sponsorship and to Bayer Environmental Sciences for donating
$2500.00 to the event. I can only think that our scramble events in the future will continue to get bigger and better as the AGSA
continues to grow.

Executive Director Position for the AGSA
Please be advised that the Executive Director position is now closed for applications. The hiring committee has been selected
and will meet in October to review and interview the applicants we have. It is the intention of the AGSA Board to announce the
successful candidate before the end of November 2016.

AGSA 50 Year Anniversary - 2017
The AGSA Board of Directors is busy planning our 2017 Spring Conference and Trade Show. It will be held at the Lord Nelson
in Halifax once again from February 21 – 23. We hope to kick off our 50th Anniversary Celebration during that time. We have
some exciting things planned so you do not want to miss this one. Our main conference speaker is none other than Rick latin,
Professor of Plant Pathology from Prudue University. Please plan to attend.
In closing I would like to thank all AGSA members for their support over 2016. Both our Spring conference and our golf scramble
were a great success and it is all in part of your participation and commitment to the association. Best wishes to you all as we
begin the process of closen’er down for the year.
Respectfully,
Kevin
kevin_wentzell@yahoo.ca
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CORE AERATION OF
PUTTING GREENS
how much is enough?
By Micah Woods

Aerification of golf course putting greens is the most
disruptive maintenance activity, but it is also one of the most
important. Proper aerification creates a healthy growing
environment for turfgrass.
That healthy growing environment is very important when we
consider the stresses that a putting green is subjected to: traffic,
low mowing heights, nematodes, diseases, low light conditions
-- the list is extensive. But putting greens are also the most
important area of any golf course. Turfgrass managers should do
everything they can to create a healthy growing environment for
putting green turf.
I have written about the importance of filling core aeration
holes with sand, and this video (https://www.flickr.com/
photos/33876864@N03/3728280511/) from Washington State
University shows how water does NOT easily enter aeration holes
that have collapsed at the surface. Coring holes must be filled
with sand to get the desired effect.
Problem Greens: Everyone knows that coring is disruptive, but
having bad greens is even more disruptive! Having an effective
core aeration program is a key to having good greens, and at many
of the courses that I see in Asia that have recurring problems with
the grass on their greens, we can trace the problems back to a
general lack of core aerification, and a subsequent accumulation
of organic matter at the putting green surface.
So how much coring is enough? It depends on the course, but
I say that at a bare minimum, there must be at least 10% of the
putting green surface area removed each year and replaced
with clean sand in the holes. Ideally there would be 20% of the
green area removed, and if the ownership of a course wants to
have good greens, they will find a way to get this done. Chris
Hartwiger and Pat O'Brien, agronomists with the United States
Golf Association Green Section, recommend 15 to 20% of the
green surface area be removed each year. Courses in Asia that
remove less than 10% of the green surface area by coring each
year tend to have recurring problems with their greens. The exact
amount of surface area to remove must be decided on a courseby-course basis, but you can be pretty sure that you need to
remove between 10 to 20% of the green surface area annually.
I would never make an aerification without first determining how
much of the green surface area will be affected. The calculations
are simple. We know the tine diameter and radius and can calculate
the area affected by one core using the formula πr2. The number
of coring holes per unit area can be calculated based on the tine
spacing used on the machine; tines on 5 cm x 5 cm spacing will
give 400 holes per m2. So as an example, 10 mm diameter tines
used to aerify a green on 5 cm x 5 cm spacing will remove 3.1% of
the green surface area. Using 12 mm diameter tines on the same
spacing will remove 4.5% of the green surface area.

Coring Hole Spacing
All other factors being equal, the key determinant of recovery time from aerification will be the tine diameter. Larger diameter
holes take a longer time to recover. So for efficient aerification, with the least disruption to the golfer, removing as much of the
green surface area as possible while still having the fastest possible recovery time, my goal is always to use the closest possible
tine spacing and an appropriate tine diameter. If you are able to set your aerifiying machine to 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm spacing, there
will be 1600 holes per m2! But keep in mind that it is not the number of holes on the green that cause a disruption to putting
quality. It is the time the holes remain open without the grass growing back over them that actually causes a disruption to play.
Here are some tips for effective core aerification of putting greens:

•
•
•
•
•

Ideally you will remove cores from 20% of the green surface area each year.
Be sure to remove at least 10% of the green surface area by coring.
Do whatever it takes to fill the holes with sand -- coring holes that are not filled with sand only have a temporary benefit
to the putting green quality.
Because small holes are very difficult to fill with sand (because of bridging of sand particles at the top of the hole), I
recommend the use of tines at least 10 mm in diameter -- 12 mm or 14 mm are even better.
I always try to minimize the tine spacing, making the holes as close together as possible. This is the most efficient way to
core aerify while minimizing disturbance to golfers.

Dr. Micah Woods is the head of the Asian Turfgrass Center. You can see more of what Dr. Woods is doing by following his blog at http://
www.blog.asianturfgrass.com/.

Thank you to everyone who took part in the

AGSA/ATRF Scramble at The Links at Brunello
Your support
is appreciated!

Proudly presented by
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Irrigation Corner
by Barry K Stone CGIA

Pump Stations are always a topic of conversation. After this dry season a pump station fall
service and proper “to bed” procedures might be helpful.
First, let us review what needs to happen to the pumps themselves, considering that there are three main types of pumps used
in Atlantic Canada. These are centrifugal, submersibles, and turbines.
Centrifugal pumps should always be drained of any water by removing the bottom plug in the volute housing and leaving
it out until startup. Rotating the pump to allow water to drain from the veins of the impeller is a must as the housing could
be empty, but with water still in the impeller itself, it could freeze and split the impeller. Any grease cups, grease nipples, or
oil points should be serviced prior to storage to remove moisture that may have developed, this will force out any water that
may collected over the summer season. Be cautious, don’t over grease and pop bearing seals. Once drained and serviced cold
storage is acceptable for these units, however dry locations are still a must and heat is always the best choice. Never leave
pumps outdoors during the winter months as small animals and insects will use them as a winter home, leading to poor pump
performance in the spring. Also drain any other operating valves connected to these pumps including discharge check valves,
relief valves, ball valves, hand primers etc. This is also an excellent time to service engines, tractors, or motors that operate these
types of pumps.
Submersibles should be left in the water below the freezing point or placed in heated storage as there is a thin layer of water
between the outside and inside shell of the motor. Freezing of this layer of water will cause non-repairable motor damage,
some of the newer motors now contain a liquid with a much lower freezing point, however this is not stated on the service tag
therefore the best solution is as listed above. Unlike centrifugal pumps, there is little to do to these units as they are all enclosed,
and self-contained.
Turbines simply stay in their normal operating position and should always be in a heated building. By design the water will
drain down to the wet-well level from the discharge head after each operating cycle, there is nothing to be done to the pump
portion of the turbines, except check and make sure there is no play in the shafting and you can rotate the shaft(s) by hand. Turn
the power off first! The motors should be greased just prior to blow-out, as they need to be operational during this process and
the oil level checked and topped up if required. Low oil levels will allow moisture from freezing and thawing actions should the
heat be off to develop on the castings, topping up units prevents this, some pump station manufacturers even suggest filling
the motors to capacity with oil and then drain it back down in the spring. This is also the reason that many professionals in the
industry recommend changing the oil in the spring as this will remove any moisture that may have developed over the winter
months; again the use of a reliable heat source greatly reduces these issues.
Next we will take a look at the rest of the pump station components and the building itself. First, drain all water from the lines in
the building, regardless of whether there is heat on or not, as a power outage could last for several days, and if it is the service
line to your pump house it could be out until spring depending on weather conditions. There is one unit called a transducer
that is the size of your thumb, and holds less water then your toothbrush, but can freeze on a frosty night, this unit needs to be
drained and have the drain valve left open. Here again many OEM’s strongly suggest storing the transducer in a guaranteed no
freeze zone. Also any stations that use a cooler on the controller cabinet will have water in them and this needs to be drained.
Relief, reducing and sustaining valves, often called Cla-Vals, will have water in them and need to be drained; this can be done
with air during the blow-out process or by loosening the various fittings on the valves and allowing the water to drain. If the
14
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fittings are loosened they should be left in this position until
start-up. Also it is the recommendation of valve manufacturers
that the bolts in the top bonnet of the valve be loosened,
not removed, this will allow for the bonnet to rise up should
water become frozen in the body of the valve. If the valve
is properly drained and there is no option for water to reenter the valve then loosening off the bolts is not required.
If the bolts are loosened then the valve manufacturer’s specs
should be reviewed, for the proper sequence and torque
requirements when retightening.
Motors that have heater wires attached for keeping the units
dry and free of moisture must have the power left on to the
control panel. If you are not sure whether this feature is on
your station please consult with your service provider.
Most stations that operate a PLC unit have either a battery
backup, memory chip or both, therefore turning off the main
power to the panel will not harm the units. However if the
battery is in poor condition the memory chip may not retain
the information over multiple months, in this case the only
sure option is to leave the panel powered up. Again, if you
are not sure, check with your service provider. Also, when
turning off the power always take the station and/or pumps
out of automatic mode, otherwise when the power is turned
back on the station will automatically want to start.

The question that I always get asked pertains to power being
left on in your pump house. If it is possible heating the pump
house is always best, even when the chance of freezing has
been eliminated by proper draining. There are many relays,
switches, printed circuit boards, contactors etc., which will
provide a much longer life if kept dry and free of moisture.
The only way to accomplish this is with a supply of reliable
heat.
Lastly, the pump house should be clean, free of any items that
are not related to its operation, and should never be used to
store any fertilizers, chemicals etc, as these products could
give off vapors over time, some of which are explosive. There
are heaters and other electrical items coming on and going
off during the winter of which any one could arc and create
a hazardous condition. Also animals, mice especially, are
looking for a warm, predator free home for the winter. Again,
any materials not related to the irrigation could be sources of
food. Mice urine is an excellent conductor of electricity and
many expensive electrical drives have met their end because
of this. A few mouse traps and rat traps along with some bait
will help keep a pump house clean. Also, the more items in the
building the more places for “Mickey” to setup housekeeping.
Although not usually a winter problem, insects can also
cause issues on small printed circuit boards, so the cleaner
the pump house the lower the chances of problems.

Fashionably
A late season application of REVOLUTION or DISPATCH just before
you blow out your irrigation system can provide many important
turf benefits before the ground freezes in winter and after the
ground thaws in early spring.

®
TRY A LATE SEASON APPLICATION THIS FALL!
Read the full story at blog.aquatrols.com/fall
and contact your local Aquatrols distributor today.
Doll

life hacks from a mindful super
By Paul MacCormack

•

•

•

•

•

•
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When seedlings are planted they must be
watered, nourished, and given room to grow.
Just like humans they require proper
growing conditions and ongoing, loving
maintenance.
When irrigation systems are new, they
require a lot of training. Because they leak
it takes a while to get used to the new pipes.
As they age they become more unpredictable,
leak more, and become much less "depend"
able.
After years of constant rolling, greens
seal off and become hydrophobic. Aeration
is necessary to open channels and allow
flow again. Same goes for our minds. When
we become hardened by rigid ideas, it can be
helpful poke holes in them to allow new
flow (occasional deep tining is also very
helpful).
Topdressing is like any good habit in our
lives. The consistent application of small
amounts of goodness is very beneficial.
Adequate amounts of food, water, and light
along with wise exposure to stress are
key for optimum greens performance. Apply
similar amounts of same for optimum life
performance.

•

Over the top bunkers can be nice to look at
for a spell, but as with life, high maintenance
can be exhausting, costly and an unwise use
of resources.

•

Keeping your mowers sharp, properly
adjusted and clear of debris yields happy
turf. Keeping your mind sharp, properly
adjusted, and clear of debris yields a happier
super.

•

When placed optimally, trees add strategy,
beauty and biodiversity to a golf course.
If allowed to grow unchecked they block
light, cause turf to suffer, and degrade
strategic intent.

•

If used wisely, ideas can allow us to grow
and appreciate the beauty of the universe.
On the flip side, if negative, hurtful ideas
are left unchecked they can also block the
light and cause a great deal of suffering in
our lives.

•

Dormancy and rest are key to turf health
and recovery. Dormancy and sleep are key to
superintendent health and recovery.

•

Following carts on the same path over and
over leads to compaction, stress, and worn
out turf. In life, try taking a pull cart once
and a while…

Be open to other (informed) opinions about
the management of your property. Seeing the
same old thing through a different lens can
be very illuminating. Apply similar amounts of
same (informed) opinions to your own life.
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A Clean Finish Makes For A Bright Start
Jamie Matheson • Head Mechanic, Brudenell River / Dundarave golf courses

It is hard to believe that I am sitting down to write an article
for the fall issue already. The beautiful weather and great
course conditions have sure made the summer slide away.
Here in the Maritimes we have a long off season in golf. This
opportunity should be taken advantage of. At our courses,
we have a high quality steam cleaner; I look at this piece
of equipment as being as important as a greens mower or
reel grinder. When we are finished with the equipment it is
completely steamed off. I take any panels or floor boards that
are easily removed off. Everyone that works at the course gets
a couple of days on the steam cleaner so it doesn't make it
seem like that big of a chore. By the time the equipment is
put in the shed for winter it is almost show room clean. There
are so many advantages to this. If you have small oil leaks
it makes them much easier to find and repair. It also cleans
out all the grease nipples making it easier to get a good
supply of grease into them for the winter. It is terrific for reel
maintenance. It lets you have a good look at seals and makes
it nice for fall grinding. Another practice we follow this time of
year is taking notes on things that should be repaired. I keep
a book in a filing cabinet to note such things as machines
with small oil leaks, bushings getting worn or anything else
needing tending to. This gives you a chance to get ahead of
things for the spring. This also gives you a chance to get parts
ordered in your spring booking. There are two advantages
to spring booking. One, you save money on your order, and,
two, if your budget for the year is over you don't have to pay

until spring. Fall is also a great time to give the shop and shop
equipment a good cleaning. It is a great time to service any
tools such as compressors, jacks and such. It is also a great
time to empty out the parts room and pack away or return
any parts that belong to any equipment you no longer have.
It also gives you a good chance to check your inventory
and restock anything you are missing as part of your spring
booking order. I also go through the whole shed when the
gear is all in and make a list of all the tires we might use in
the next year. The equipment at our courses are constantly
travelling on a lot of paved roads so we go through a lot of
tires. If you make a list of all the tires you need in a bunch you
can send it out to a few suppliers. I find you get a better price
and suppliers are more interested in dealing with you.
Practice Tips
Remember to make sure your batteries get used after the last
watering. If you water and put them directly away for winter
they can freeze. Make sure your batteries get a good double
charge and then unhooked for the winter. Spraying freshly
sharpened reels with Fluid Film will keep the rust off over the
winter. I find it to be a good product. It puts a nice coat on
for the winter and wouldn't hurt the grass in the spring. We
also put fuel stabilizer in all the equipment for winter. I have
found this has a major improvement in spring start up. Hope
everyone has a great winter!
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trees, golf course
architecture and
maintenance
At just about any golf course in the
world, golfers are apt to choose up
sides when the talk turns to trees. A
veritable Mason-Dixon Line is drawn,
with tree lovers on one side and so
called tree haters on the other. Tree
lovers is an accurate characterization of
the those that will defend all trees’ right
to exist on the golf course regardless
of the trees’ negative impact on golf
strategy and agronomics.

By Armen Suny

On the other hand, there are those that are called many
things but that are oft times referred to as the tree haters, who
think that trees shouldn’t ever interfere with golf strategy and
agronomics. Both camps must understand that trees affect
turf quality and golf strategy along with aesthetics and vistas.
I guess that you could put me somewhere smack in the
middle of the tree debate and as anyone that has ever read
my blog or spoken with me knows, I never straddle the fence
(see my indictment on setup for Major Championships or
my thoughts on golf organizations demanding architectural
changes on great golf courses) or perhaps even my critical
analysis of USGA greens. But let me get back to the issue
here, pragmatic tree lover is how I choose to think of myself.
As a child, I owned every record for climbing highest in the
trees in my neighborhood, even if no one else realized it was
a competition. And then later on, I spent quite a bit of time
trimming trees at Aronimink Golf Club in the off season when
I had breaks from school. To me, the wholesale removal of
trees on golf courses that would naturally revert to forest
seems irrational and aesthetically mistaken. And on the other
hand, filling up every void of a golf course with trees is just as
irrational. What is called for is an intelligent plan that evaluates
where and how trees should be utilized on the golf course
that will improve or not negatively impact turf quality while
protecting or even enhancing the design’s strategic options.
I started playing golf at eight years old and working at golf
courses at fourteen years old and that’s what I have done
for the last forty years, this has led me to understand, all
too well, the issues of trees on golf courses. Trust me, if you
worked at Aronimink and Rolling Green in the 1970s and
80s you learned what shade meant to grass, especially the
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greens. Both courses have since had renovations that greatly
reduced the negative impact of shade on the greens but
also corrected silly tree plantings that adversely affected
the strategic options and the playability of the golf course.
Having spent a few years working at both courses, I have
opinions about the resto/reno-vations and Suny, Zokol Golf
Design would have done things differently but those were
great projects that significantly improved these great golf
courses from a design and agronomic perspective.
The vast majority of golfers’ opinions about specific trees
will be based entirely on how a particular tree affects their
game. If they end up behind a tree too often, it’s a “bad” tree.
If someone in their regular foursome ends up behind the
tree too often, it’s a “good” tree. As humans, we are really very
predictable in our opinions. Most Superintendents see trees
as a scourge and the enemy of fine turfs everywhere. Again,
count me in the middle. I like trees but dislike that they cause
shade problems on turf and the loss of strategic options on
courses.
Shade’s Effects on Turf, Greens
Greens, typically have the potential to be the most highly
stressed turfs on any course. Anyone that can remember
biology in grade school probably remembers that plants use
sunlight through a process of photosynthesis to produce
energy. We really don’t need to discuss this much, it simply is
a fact. Grasses that we use on golf courses will do better with
full sun. Bentgrass greens need morning sun to get started in
the mornings. When bentgrass doesn’t have morning sun, it
will invariably struggle. Turf 101 is over, you can learn about
this in many places.
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Trees planted or growing on the east and south side of greens
are a problem. They cause shade- please look at these Apps
that allow you to follow the sun’s arc for any day of the year
while you are standing on your greens.
Reality sometimes interferes with the perfect agronomic
conditions for greens. So, when trees must be planted as
screens on the east or south side of a green, consider the
sun’s arc along with the distance from the green and their
mature height before selecting the tree species and planting
locations. Consider choosing lower growing varieties that will
not cause problems. If larger plants are needed immediately,
use a “planned obsolescence” technique; plant the “wrong”
trees in the “right” sizes and then under-plant them with the
those lower growing species or varieties which are usually
available only in smaller sizes. In ten or fifteen years, it will be
necessary to cut down the “wrong” trees as they are getting
too large and by then, the proper trees will have gained size
and be ready to give decades of good service, providing
screening without negatively impacting turf.
Trees’ Effect on Design’s Strategic Options
Well, now we have opened Pandora’s Box, trees on the golf
course can and do wreak havoc over the intended golf
strategies. An excerpt from: The Anarchist’s Guide to Golf
Course Architecture
“Trees on golf courses can cause Civil War type divides in
clubs. People just don’t understand tree planting/removal
strategies. First of all grass needs sunlight and air movement.
That being settled we can move on to design issues and for
that matter let’s go backwards and start with the latest craze of
buzz cutting golf course popularized at Oakmont. Members
can, I suppose do whatever they want to their course but a
site that is surrounded by and if left fallow would become
treed should probably have some trees on it.”
So let’s look at reasonable tree plantings that can create a
sense of forests but accommodate and perhaps enhance
golf and the golf experience. Linear tree plantings are never,
ever good, period end of story. I suppose that there is one
exception and that would be on those old golf courses that are
just so tight that without trees they might not accommodate
modern golf. What is good, is the use of clusters of trees that
give a sense of forest but are positioned to achieve strategic
and aesthetic goals. We don’t need to talk about the aesthetic
goals of tree planting. We all know how pretty trees can be
in a landscape and how they can help frame a golf hole and
steer a golf shot. Just watch a player going through their preshot routine when there are a lot of trees or a big bunker on

one side of a hole as they are wiggling and waggling you
will see that inevitable shift of stance away from the visual
hazard of the trees or bunker. So we know that just as bunkers
can be strategic and directional and saving and penal, so can
trees. The tree can steer your shot. It can knock an errant shot
down and keep it in play. Or it can be a hazard when you are
behind it.
So how do we plant or for that matter remove trees to better
golf. First let’s agree that when possible that clusters of trees
are always better than rows of trees. Let’s also agree that
tree plantings and hazards that are penal can be placed in
positions so that the better golfers may be more affected
than lesser golfers. For instance a tree planting at 275 off of
the regular tee on the left side of the fairway is going to affect
more good golfers strategically than a tree planting 250 yards
off of the regular tee on the right side of the fairway. So the
distance of the planting from the regular tee is critical and
the side of the planting to anyone that has ever seen me play
golf is obvious as well. But what if we have a cluster of trees at
200 yards from the regular tee on the right side of a hole and
there is OB on the right side of the hole. Have we helped the
average golfer and done nothing that would typically affect
the better golfer?
And by the way, every green doesn’t have to have trees in
back of it to give depth perception, it’s just so predictable and
cliché. Part of the game and challenge of golf is being able to
adjust to different situations. When every green is framed and
backed by trees, there is sameness and an overt redundancy
to the course.
That brief excerpt gives you just a little taste of a very different
way of thinking about existing trees as well as planning for
future trees in golf course design.
As stewards of the golf course, it is incumbent upon us to
review how time, tree growth, and misguided tree plantings
have caused negative changes to our golf courses from both
a design and grass quality/agronomic standpoint. The first
step is to identify that there is an issue and to then call in
someone with the technical skill to develop a plan to “correct”
the issues and provide direction and guidance for future tree
needs.
About the author
Armen has been in the industry for 35 years, most of that time
at Top 100 facilities. He has been a General Manager, Golf
Course Superintendent, Golf Course Designer, and Tournament
Director, and he has overseen Major Championships and PGA
Tour events.
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Snow mold control now for next years’ grass
by R. Marie Thorne

Reflecting on the 2016 golf season in the Maritimes as one of the driest summers on record, Superintendents have
had their fair share of challenges. And now, as the maples start to turn, and you feel the chill of fall in the air, the focus
is on putting the golf course to bed in good shape in anticipation of successful openings the following spring. In
essence, it’s time to think about growing next years’ grass.
Growing next years’ grass, and going into the winter of 201617 clean (disease free) and healthy, is a top priority. Effective
snow mold control is one of the many key elements to help
ensure successful spring openings. The Atlantic regions’
biggest disease challenges are pink and gray snow mold. Pink
snow mold and Fusarium patch are both caused by the same
pathogen, Microdochium nivale. Pink snow mold is used to
describe the disease associated with snow cover and snow
melt. The original name, Fusarium patch is used to describe
the disease when it occurs without snow cover. In fact, it is
not uncommon to see Fusarium activity in those indicator
areas throughout the entire golf season as it is a formidable
opponent under coastal Atlantic Canada growing conditions.
Cool periods under 15 C with dewy mornings that extend leaf
wetness periods, (and especially on shaded areas with little to
no air movement) set up the perfect storm of environmental
conditions for intrusion by this pathogen. It is very important
to keep Fusarium at bay at all times, and especially in the fall.
If you go into winter with an existing infestation, no snow
mold product will make it disappear. The turf simply does
not have the recuperative potential in the fall, to enable the
plants to grow out of the symptoms. Moisture in the thatch
and light drizzling rain are particularly favorable for leaf to leaf
spread of the disease. Once you see patches, the infection
pressure is overwhelming. It is also very undesirable for
the turf to go into the winter lush, as the luscious verdure
provides an abundant substrate for the pathogen to extract
nutrients from. In discussions with Superintendents, liquid
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Nitrogen formulations in the fall are becoming more widely
used in order to be able to control the amount of N that is
being delivered to “next years’ grass” rather than granular
dormant applications on greens. The trend is to go in lean
and clean. Dialing down the N to .05-.10 lbs. /1000square
feet is becoming common practice. It gives the plants just
enough N to drive carbohydrate storage rather than growth
in the critical hardening off period.
I have observed sporocarps (spore producing structures) of
the Gray snow mold fungus on golf course visits in the fall.
These structures produce spores which spread the disease
under snow cover. It becomes most severe when deep snow
covers a wet turfgrass canopy on unfrozen soil. The length of
snow cover generally determines which species of gray snow
mold will be present. Under 100 days of snow cover you
generally see more Typhula incarnata in the spring with its
reddish brown sclerotia embedded in the leaf sheaths. Over
100 days of snow cover and you tend to see more Typhula
ishikariensis with its black, “pepper speck” like sclerotia in
the spring. Sclerotia are structures composed of hardened
masses of fungal mycelium that allow the pathogen to
survive through the spring and summer. They are visible after
snow melt to the naked eye. It is best to see them as soon
as the snow melts as any subsequent precipitation in the
spring washes them into the thatch layer where they remain
dormant until the fall. When fall conditions are conducive for
spore production, mycelium and sporocarps can sprout from
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the sclerotia and begin to produce spores which starts the life cycle all over again. The preferred temperatures for growth for
this pathogen is just above freezing in the 1-2C range. Under a blanket of snow and /or covers if you use them, temperatures
generally remain at this temperature range throughout the winter irrespective of ambient temperatures. Because pink and gray
snow mold can co-exist it is very important to be well protected in this zone.
A good snow mold protection program on greens and tees is comprised of three treatments. The first two are targeted towards
keeping Fusarium at bay, and the final application should have activity on both pink and grey snow mold to get through
the winter disease free. The first two applications typically occur in mid-September and early-mid Oct, followed by the final
application in late Oct-early Nov, depending upon the location of the golf course. It is very important that the final application
contain fungicides with both contact and systemic properties as the plants are hardening off and metabolic activity is slowing
down. It is also important to use a product that sticks and stays, due to significant rainfall events that can occur in the Maritimes
after the final snow mold application, and before winter snow cover. It is still a common practice to protect the crowns
with a substantial amount of sand (1/4 inch) topdressing post fungicide spray, to help protect them from cold temperatures
and desiccation, especially on open sites. Through the winter the sand migrates down through the sward and can effectively
contribute to your annual topdressing targets.
Most commercially available fungicides are rated as persistent under winter conditions. The main process for fungicide
degradation is biological transformation or metabolism by plants and by microbial degradation. The microbes that break down
fungicides are active above 5 °C, and work faster in warm wet conditions. If you experience a spike in the temperature midwinter, it is generally short lived and not enough to activate the natural microbial population to degrade the snow mold
fungicide to the point that it would adversely affect efficacy. Also, sunlight is not usually a factor in fungicide degradation
under winter conditions due to greens covers and/or snow cover and shorter day lengths. Getting sufficient dry time after
your application is also important to next years’ grass. Dry time is one of those gray areas for snow mold treatments because
it is dependent upon a number of variables such as temperature, relative humidity, presence of sun or shade, and if there is a
slight breeze post application. These variables can change by the hour, so it’s very difficult to pinpoint a specific time for drying
to occur. Suffice to say that it was be very desirable to have at least a day post application without precipitation in any form
(snow, sleet, rain, hail) to allow the product to dry. It’s a good idea to remove the dew before the fungicide is applied as this will
help to lessen the dry time.
I also recommend putting out a couple of check plots to evaluate the intensity of disease pressure the following spring after
snow melt. Easy enough to put down a piece of plywood and mark the corners with turf paint so that it is easily visible once
the snow retreats.
And last but not least, sprayer set up, calibration and proper nozzle choice is critical to deliver the proper coverage of the
fungicides for winter protection. I recommend that sprayers should be calibrated three times per year (spring, summer and fall)
to attain accuracy and placement of the fungicide. Air induction nozzles are gaining in popularity due to their inherent ability
to mitigate the risk of spray drift and provide good coverage at the same time. Remember that the last thing a fungicide sees
before hitting the target is the spray tip. Get a new set every year for this critical spray to next years’ grass.
About the author
R. Marie Thorne graduated from U of Guelph with a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture majoring in Plant Protection, and works as
Senior Turf Specialist with Syngenta Canada. Born and raised in Cape Breton, she has been in the chemical business for over 35 years
helping Superintendents across Canada with their disease management programs.
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How Many Millennials Does it Take
to Change a Light Bulb?
by Doug Breen, Superintendent, GolfNorth Properties
A large percentage of the young people who we’re presently
employing in the golf industry, are Millennials. By most
Sociologists definition, those are children born from 19802000. That means that they are 16 – 36 years old this summer,
so “a large percentage” is actually quite an understatement. I
spend a lot of time with them at work, I have two Millennials
who sprang from my loins, and I coach High School Football.
As an angry Generation X’er, you might expect me to launch
into a diatribe about how useless they all are; but no, I actually
quite like them. I certainly like them a lot more than their selfimportant Baby Boomer parents (tell me again about how
you solved all the world’s problems and had the best music/
movies/TV/sports/everything). Contrary to what you might
expect, I think that they’re terrific employees – they’re just
radically different than what we’re used to.
When I entered the workforce, I was expected to show up
early, stay late, and do whatever I was told to do in between.
I took jobs without even knowing what they would pay. It
was lunchtime, when the Supervisor said it was, and lunch
was over when he stood up and put his hat back on. Nobody
told me if I was doing a good job – I just assumed that I
was, because nobody was yelling at me. I never offered my
opinion on anything, because nobody cared what I thought
(and said so). You never made plans for at least two hours
after work, in case you had to stay late. It didn’t seem odd to
me, because my parents (everybody’s parents) treated us the
same way.
By contrast, the Millennials were raised by Hippie Baby
Boomers – who constantly reassured them of their
importance, involved them in every family discussion, and
gave them trophies just for showing up. The kid that you
hired this spring – got to pick the family vacation spot, what
was for dinner, and what kind of car they rode around in.
When they tell you how you should run your golf course at
the end of their first shift, they aren’t being rude – they got to
pick their parents vacations! Once I suggested that we ought
to have hot dogs more often – my mom cried and my dad
hit me. My point, is that the Millennials have come to look at
the world in a remarkably different way, than those of us who
have found ourselves in charge of it.
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As a result, they’ll want to see a full job description before
they accept a job. They’ll want to know when all their
breaks will be, and when they can go home. They’ll expect
your salary on the first day, and your job after a year. They’ll
be suspicious that you aren’t willing to tell them all of the
company secrets. They’ll ask how much money their coworkers make, and don’t lie to them, because they’ve already
exchanged that information on their phones while you were
getting a coffee. But none of these things are inherently a
barrier to performance in the workplace. I actually find that
after spending a little time explaining why something needs
doing, following up with constructive criticism, and praising
success – that they work extremely hard, will constantly try to
make things better, and take far more pride in the golf course,
than we did. How could we, when we were slogging along
with our heads down? It’s not bad – it’s just different.
So how many Millennials does it take to change a light bulb?
Just one – but they’ll need a clear understanding of why the
bulb needs changing, the old bulb will need to be recycled,
the new bulb will need to be more efficient and produced
in a responsible/sustainable manner, they will share pictures
of themselves changing the light bulb on social media while
they’re doing it, they will have consulted with ten friends and
the internet on the best way to change light bulbs, they will
do it on their schedule not yours, and quite frankly, they’d
prefer to do it in a group. After the fact, they will expect you to
notice that they changed the light bulb, give them feedback
on their work, and expect public recognition of their efforts.
Then they will tell you why you should have different light
fixtures.

Don’t you have any entry-level “I’d be the boss of
you” type positions?
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Set Sail for Success in Victoria
The Canadian Golf Superintendents Association (CGSA) in partnership with the British
Columbia Golf Superintendents Association (BCGSA) will Set Sail for Success with the
2017 Canadian Golf Course Management Conference taking place February 27 – March
3, 2017 in Victoria, British Columbia.
The 2017 event will mark the first time the event has travelled to Victoria and will
incorporate some key differences identified by the CGSA following a year long process
of consultation and redesign initiatives. The basic goal of the event will remain
unchanged; to gather golf course management professionals from across Canada to
learn, network and enjoy industry fellowship. However the educational content will
focus on critical golf course management competencies; such as financial, human
resource and leadership skills. All turf management topics planned will be cutting edge
and advanced level.
The event will also feature a revitalized, new look and feel exposition. Still offering
suppliers face to face time with key customers but in an environment that is different outside of a traditional trade show. There will be opportunities for suppliers to be
involved outside of a trade show, still investing in the CGSA aiding to the key areas of its
operation – advocacy, environmental leadership and provincial relations.
We invite you to Set Sail for Success in sunny Victoria, BC this coming February 27 –
March 3, 2017! Watch for further information to be released soon.
For more information contact:
General Inquiries, Education and Registration - Kathryn Wood, CMP –
kwood@golfsupers.com Direct – 519-589-9282
Trade Show and Sponsorship – Bill Garrett, CEM – bgarrett@golfsupers.com
CGSA Office – 1-800-387-1056
Canadian Golf Superintendents Association | cgsa@golfsupers.com | 5399 Eglinton Avenue West
Suite 201 Etobicoke, M9C 5K6
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